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3Rt UNTED STATES
A ,NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 205

October 26, 1988

Docket No. 50-368

Mr. T. Gene Campbell
Vice President, Nuclear

Operations
Arkansas Power and Light Company
P.O. Box 551
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

Dear Mr. Campbell:

Sl!P'ECT: EVALLVATION OF EXEMPTIONS FROt THE TECII$ICAL REQUIREMENTS
OF APPENDIX R TO 10 CFP PtPT 5C - ARKALSAS NUCLEAR ONE,
UNIT 2 (TAC NO. 55668)

Vy letter dated August 15, IPF4, the licensee requested approval of a nunber of
exemptions fron the techrical requirrmentb of Section 1IJ.&., 1IJ.J., ard 111.0
of Appendix P to iC CFR Part 5C. By letters dated August 30, IMPE and October 29,
15E7 the licensee reouested aprroval of a number of additional exemptions from
Appendix P. Supplemental infornation was provided by the licersee in letters
ic tpe stoff dateo October 20, 198F, April 22 and June 2t, 1987, and
Septerber 13, I9EP.

Ve nave completed our review:. Eased on our evaluation of the APtL submittels,
APtLs prcposed fire protection configuration provides and equivalent level of
safety t. that acnieved by compliance With Appendix F. Tterefore the exemptiop
recuests as described in the ernclosed Exemption are granted. Cur Safety Evalua-
tior is also enclosed.

The exemption from Section 111.J requested in your August 30, 19S5 letter
regarding the lack of 8-hour battery powered emergency lighting in the yaro
area access paths to the diesel fuel storage vault and the Unit 2 intake
structure Involves the same locations discussed in the corresponding exemption
granted for Unit 1. The granting of the Unit 1 exemption obviates the need for
an exemption for Unit 2.

A copy of the Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact"
was sent to you by our letter dated June 9, 198S, and published in the Federal
Register on August 4, 198F (53 FR 29398).

A copy of the Exemption is being file with the Office of the Federal Register
for publicaticn.

PER ADOCK O5orj3456
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In addition to the above, vie have deternined that APL's fire hazards analysis
of certain non-fire-rated features in fire area bondaries conforms writh the
guidance issued in Generic Letter 86-10. Therefore, an exemption for these
conditions, as described in above-referenced generic letter, is riot necessary.

Sincerely

151
Jose A. Calvo, Director
Project Directorate IV
Division of Reactor Projects - 1l1,

IV, V and Special Projects

Enclosures:
As stated

cc w/enclosures:
See next page
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Irn addition to the above, we have determined that AP&L's fire hazards analysis
of certain non-fire-rated features in fire area bondaries conforms with the
guidance issued in Generic Letter e6-10. Therefore, an exemption for these
conditions, as described in above-referenced generic letter, is not necessary.

Sincerely

Jose A. Calvo, Director
Project Directorate IV
Division of Reactor Projects - III,
IV, V and Special Projects

Enclosures:
As stated

cc w/enclosures:
See next page
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a Kr. T. Gene Campbell
Arkansas Power Z Light Company

cc:
Mr. Dan R. Howard, Manager
Licensing
Arkansas Nuclear One
P. 0. Box 608
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

Mr. James K. Levine, Executive Director
Site Nuclear Operations
Arkansas Nuclear One
P. 0. Box 608
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 2

Mr. Charles B. Brinkman, Manager
Washington Nuclear Operations
C-E Power Systems
7910 Woodmont Avenue
Suite 1310
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

Honorable William Abernathy
County Judge of Pope County
Pope County Courthouse
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

a
Fr. Nicholas S. Reynolds
Bishop, Cook, Percell b Reynolds
1400 L Street, N.Y.
Washington, D.C. 20005-3502

Regional Administrator, Region IV
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cowission
Office of Executive Director for

Operatiorns
kll Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

Senicr Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiission
I Nuclear Plant Road
Pusseliville, Arkansas 72801

Ms. Greta Dicus, Director
Division of Environmental Health

Protection
Arkansas Department of Health
4015 West FMarkam Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. Robert B. Borsum
Babcock I Wilcox
Nuclear Power Generation Division
1700 Rockville Pike, Suite 525
Rockville, Maryland 2085?



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the ,watter of

ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT Docket No. 50-368
COMPANY

(Arkansas Nuclear One
Unit 2)

EXEMPTION

I

Arkansas Power 9 Light Company (APt.L or the licensee) is the holder of

Facility Operating License No. NPF-6 which authorizes the operation of

Arkansas ruclear One, Unit ? (the facility) at a steady state power level nct

in excess of 8I5 wregewatts thermal. This license provides, anong other

thirgs, that the facility is subject to all rules, regulations, and Orders of

the Nuclear Regulatory CorITissin (the Conrission or the staff) now or

hereafter irt effect. The facility is a pressurized water reactor (PhW) located

at the licensee's site in Pope County, Arkansas.

II

The 10 CFR 50.48, "Fire Protection," and Appendix R to IC CFR Part 50,

"Fire Protection Progran for Nuclear Facilities Operating Prior to January 1,

1979" set forth certain fire protection features required to satisfy the

General Design Criterion related to fire protection (Criterion 3, Appendix A to

IC CFP Part SC).
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Section III. G of Appendix R requires fire protection for equipment iwpor-

tant to post-fire shutdown. Such fire protection is achieved by various

combinations of fire barriers, fire suppression systems, fire detectors, and

separation of safety trains (1II.G.2) or alternate post-fire shutdown equipment

free of the fire area (IJI.G.3). The objective of this protection is to assure

that one train of equipment needed for hot shutdown would be undamaged by fire,

and that systems heeded for cold shutdown could be repaired within 72 hours

IJJl .G.).

Sectiort II.' of Appendix R requires that emergency lighting units with at

least an 8-hor battery power supply be provided in ell areas needed for opera-

tMrc of safe shutdown equipment arid in access and egress routes thereto.

Section 111.0 of A-pendix P requires that facilities have a reactor

coolant punp oil collection systen if the contaiinmernt is riot inerted during

normal operaticr;. This systenr must be so designed, engineered, and installed

that failure during norrial or design basis accident conditions Aill not lead to

fire, and that there is reascr.able assurance that the systerr will withstand the

Safe Shutdown Earthquake. Addiliorally the syster must drain to a vented

closed container that car; hold the entire lube oil system. inventory.

III

By letter dated August 15, 1984, the licensee provided details of their

fire protection program, and requested approval of a number of exemptions fron,

the techr.ical reqjirements of Sections 111.G, JJI.J, and 111.0 of Appendix R to

10 CFR Part 50. By letters dated August 30, 19F.F and October 29, 19F7 the

licensee recquested aprroval of a number of additional exen.ptions fron; Appendix P.
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Supplemental infonnation was provided by the licensee in letters dated October 2C,

1986 and April 22 and June 24, 1987, and September 13, 1988. A description of

the exemptions requested and a summary of the Commission's evaluation follow.

Exemption Requested

The licensee requested exemption from Section tlI.G.2.b due to a lack of

20 feet of separation free of intervening combustible materials between the

redundant diesel generator exhaust far outlets (Fire Area B, Fire Zone

2114-I).

The staff's principle concerns were that a pathway existed which could

allow fire to spread and daveage the redundant systems, and that the lack of

fixed suppression systems and fire detectors throughout this fire area could

permit a fire to spread and result ir the loss of safe shutdown capability.

However, because of the light combustible loading in these fire zones, it is

lot expected that a fire of sigrificant duratiorn or magnitude will occur.

t-ere are no intervening corbustibles between the redundant safe shutdown

stems

If d fire were to occur in or near ore of the exhaust fans, it would be

expected to develop slowly with initial low heat release and slow temperature

rise. The lack of a roof over Fire Zone 2114-I would preclude any accumulation

of hot gases over this equipment. Further, in order for the fire to seriously

affect :he redundant equipment, it would have to spread over and down into the

room belcw, which Is not considered credible. Additionally the licensee has

completed the installation of 3-hour rated fire doors between redundant trains of
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equipment. Therefore, the possibility of a single fire in one of these fire

zones damaging redundant equipment becomes extremely unlikely, despite the

horizotital separation distance of less than 20 feet between redundant trains.

On this basis, the staff concludes that the licensee's alternative fire

protection configuration provides an equivalent level of fire safety to that

achieved by compliance with Section Itl.G.2.b.

The special circumstances of 20 CFR 5C.1? apply in that application

of the regulatior in the particular circumstances is not necessary to achieve

the urderlying purpose of the rule. In this case, the light combustible

loading, the non-credible path necessary for the fire to spread to the

redundant safe shutdown equipment, and the installation of 3-hour fire rated

doors conmitted to by the licensce, all provide assurance that the redundart

trc0r. v.ill Ne adequately protected. Thus the underlying purpose of the rule

would be satisfied without requiring spatial separation of the exhaust far,

outlets.

Fyerrptin Requested

The licensee requested exemption from Section 111.6.3 due to a laci of a

fixed fire suppression system in the control roor and printer room (Fire Area G,

Zone 21S9-G), which are rooms for which an alternate shutdown capability has

been provided.

The combustible loading in these rooms is moderate, consisting of paper,

clothing, and electrical cable insulation. If a fire were to occur, it is

expected that it would develop at a slow to moderate rate. Ionization sploke
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detectors are provided in the safety-related control cabinets and the rooms are

continually occupied. The separation between adjacent control panels limits

the spread of fire. The alarms for the detectors annunciate in the control

roon. If a fire occurs, it is expected to be promptly detected. The control

room operators will alert the plant fire brigade to extinguish the fire

nanuelly if the operators have not. Separation of adjacent control panels,

smoke detectors, continual occupancy of the control rooms, portable

extinguishers, and ilternate shutdown capability for this fire area all provide

reasonable assurance that a fire in Fire Zone 2199- will not prevent a safe

plant shutdown. On this basis, the staff concludes that the licensee's alter-

native fire protection configuration provides an equivalent level of fire safety

to that achieved by compliance with Section 111.0.3.

The special circumstances of 1O CUf 5C.12 apply in that application

of the regulation in the particular circutstences irn not necessary to achieve

the ur-derlyinS purpose of the rule. The rule is meant to ensure that a fire in

the control roor or printer roop. would not prevent a safe plant shutdown. The

existing fire protection features provide reasonable assurance that the ability

to achieve safe shutdown of the plant is maintained. Thus the underlying

purpose of the rule would be satisfied without requiring a fixed fire suppres-

sion system.

Exemptiovi Requested

The licensee requested exemption fron Section I!I.G.?.b due to the lack of

an automatic fire suppression system in the upper and lower south piping

penetratior roons (Fire Area EE, Zone 2CS4-DD and 2055-JJ). These rooms
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contain cables, equipment, and associated nen-safety circuits of redundant

trains which are separated by a horizontal distance of at least 20 feet free of

intervening combustible material or fire hazards and are protected by fire

detection systems.

The staff's principle concern was that a lack of an automatic suppressior.

system could perrit a fire to spread and result in the loss of safe shutdowr.

capability. H'owever, because of the moderate combustible loading in these fire

zones arte the arrangement of cables in trays a fire of significant magnitude is

not expected to occur. Also because the cable trays are located at least 4

feet above the redur.dar:t safe shutdown related valves, the cables in them are

nct considered to be an intervening combustible. The redundant valves are

treater than ,C feet apart, so it is very unlikely that they would all be

danaged hy a sirgle fire. If a fire were to occur it would be detected by the

fire detecticr system, which would annunciate ari alarm in the control room.

The fire brigade would arrive shcrtly anr extinguish the fire using existing

fire fittting equipnarct. If fire danage occurred to the electrical circuits

supplying the valve motor operators, the valves could still be cperated

Manually locally. Also, only one of the redundant valves is needed for safe

shutdown and is not required until at least 11 hours after a fire. On this

basis the staff concludes that the licensee's alternative fire protection

conflauration provides an equivalent level of fire safety to that achieved by

compliance with Section III.G.2.b.

The special circurstances of 10 CFR 50.12 apply in that application

of the regulation in the particular circumstances is not necessary to achieve

the urnderlying purpose of the rule. In this case the moderate fire lcading,
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the spatial separation free of intervening combustibles between redundant safe

shutdown related valves, the capability of the fire brigade to respond quickly

once a fire is detected by the automatic fire detection system all provide

assurance that redundart safe shutdown components will be adequately protected.

Thus the underlying purpose of the rule would be satisfied without requiring

automatic suppression systems in the upper and lower south piping penetration

roors.

Fyemptior, Requested

The licensee requested ar. exeiptior. fron Section. II.G.2.a due to a lacy

of a complete 3-hour fire-rated barrier between redundant level transmitters

for the safety grade condensate storage tank (QCST) (Yarc Area).

The staff's principle concern was that a fire could restlt in damage to

redundant conponents or catles associated with the CCST level indicatiot'.

Fcwever, there are no sigrificant unnitigated lr.-situ fire hazards which would

represenrt a risk to these conponerts. In eddition, the introductiorn of sigillf-

icant quantities of transletit coirbustitles is precluded by the difficult

access to the location of the components. Should a fire occur it would probably

be of limited magnitude, and the resulting smoke and hot gases would tend to be

dissipated in the open air, away from the subject components. The physical

configuration of the areas where the QCST level indication components are

located will provide sufficient protection to assure that at least one safe

shutdown train will remain free of fire damage until the fire brigade arrives

to extinguish the fire, utilizing existing fire fighting equiprent. On this
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basis the staff concludes that the licensee's alternate fire protection config-

uration provides an equivalent level of fire safety to that achieved by

compliance with Section IIJ.G.2.a.

The special circuitstances of 10 CFR 5C.12 apply in that application of

the regulation in the particular circumstances is not necessary to achieve the

underlying purpose of the rule. In this case the absence of significant

in-situ fire hazards, and the physical locaticr and arrangement of the

equipneuit provide assurance that the redundant level indication equipment would

be adequately protected until the fire was brought under control by the fire

brigace. Thus the underlying purpose of the rule would be satisfied %ithout

requiring a 3-hour fire-ratee barrier between the redundant QCST level trans-

Ritters.

Exempt i or Reqpes ted

The licensee requested an exen-ptior, fron Sectior, 111.0 due to a lack of a

reactor coolant punp oil collecticn systen that is designee to withstand a safe

b. :dowr. earthquake (SSE) ar.C sized to hold the oil fron all reactor coolant

pumps

Th, stated in a letter dated August 15, 19S4 that the reactor

coolant pur It-., ill systems are qualified to remain functional during and

after an SSE. i..erefore the following guidance of Generic Letter 86-IC,

"Implementation of Fire Protection Requirements," applies:

where the RCP lube oil system Is capable of withstanding the safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE), the aralysis should assume that only randcn. oil leaks
from tht joints could occur during the lifetine of the plant. The oil
collection systen:, therefore, should be designed to safely channel the
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quantity of oil from; one pump to a vented closed container. Under this
set of circumstances, the oil collection system would not have to be
seisnically designed.

The existing oil collection system is designed to safely channel the quantity

of oil from. one pump to a vented closed container, and so conforms with the

abcve staff guidance. On this basis the staff concludes that the licensee's

alternate design of the oil collecticn system provides an equivalent level of

fire safety to that achieved by compliar.ce %ith Section 111.0.

The special circumstances of lO CFP 50.12 apply in that applicatior

of the regulation in the particular circumstances is not necessary to achieve

the underlying purpose of the rule. In this case the design of the reactor

coolart purp lubricOtirat systems ar;e the oil collection systerms neets certair

criteria previously determnined by tht staff to be acceptable for assuriIg

adEquate fire safety. Thus the uniderlyinS purpose of the rule would be set-

isfied without requiring the oil collecticr systet' to be seismically qualificd

arnd capable of holdine the oil contained in all of the reactor coolant puvps.

Exempt on jReouested

The licensee requested an eterptiov, fronn Section I1I.0 Cue to a la0 cf

8-hour battery powered emergency lightinG ur.its in the access paths to the

intake structure, and diesel fuel storage vaults which are areas required to

be manned for safe shutdown. Because these locations are essentially

ider.tical to locations involved in an exemption from Section J11.J granted for

Unit 1, there is nc need for an exemption for Unit 2.

IV.

Accordingly, the Comrission has determined that, pursuant to IC CFP 5C.12,

this Exenption is authorized by law, will not present an undue risk to the
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public health and safety, and is consistent with the coimon defense and security.

The Comnission has further determined that special circumstances, as set forth

in 10 CFR 50.12(a)(2)(ii), are present Justifying the Exemption, namely that

the application of the regulation in the particular circumstances is not necessary

to achieve the underlying purpose of the rule. Specifics are discussed in each

exemption request, but in general the underlying purpose of the rule is to

acconplish safe shutdown in the event of a single fire and maintain the plant

in a safe condition. This is accomplished by assuring that sufficiernt undamaged

equipn'ent is available to support safe shutdown, assuming a fire within the

area of concern. In the areas for which an exemiption is beitg requested,

passive as well as active fire protection features assure that any single fire

will nct result in tt.e loss of safe shutdcwn capability. These features

include separation distarce, fire barriers, water spray systems to preclude

prcpagatiov, arid nanual actions. The fire protection features, in conjunction

with lo% corbustible loading and in sonte cases physical location arid configura-

tior., provide b high degree of assurance that a single fire will not result in

loss of post-fire shutdown capability.

Accordingly, the Comrissicn hereby grants the exemptions from! the

requirements of IC CUP Part 50, Appendix R as described in Section III above.

Pursuant to 1 CFP 51.32, the Commission has determined that the granting

of this Exemption will have no significant impact on the environment (53 FR

2939S).

The Safety Evaluation concurrently issued and related to this action and

the above referenced subrittals by the licensee are available for public
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inspection at the CoMilsslOn's Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, N.V.,

Washington, D.C., and at the local public document room located at the

Tomlinson Library, Arkansas Technical University, Russellville, Arkansas 72801.

This Exemption is effective upon issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM.MISSION

Gary F. fHola ar,, Actlr9 Director
DivisiCn of Reactor Projects - 111,
IV, V and Special Projects

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Dated at Rockville, Marylane
this 26thday of October, 1988



'o4 UNITED STATES
f fNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WIASHINGTON, D. C 205

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

EVALUATION OF FIRE PROTECTION EXEMPTIONS

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-6

ARKANSAS POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

ARKANSAS NUCLEAR ONEJ UNIT NO. 2

DOCKET NO. 50-368

1.0 INTRODUCTION

By letter dated August 15, 19F4 the licensee requested approval of a nurber of
exemptions from the technical requirements of Sections 111.G., III..l., and III.0.,
of Appendix F to IC CFR Part 50. Fy letters dated August 30, IPSS and October 29,
1907, the licensee requested approval of a number of additional exemptions from
Appendix R. Supplemental information was provided by the licer.see In letters
to the staff dated October 20, 198t, April 22 and June 2?, 1987, and
September 13, 1988. The staff's evaluation of this information is contained in
this report as follows: Sections 2.0 through 6.C consist of the evaluation of
specific exemption requests, and Section 7.0 consists of an evaluation of the
licensee's fire haWards ar.elysis corncerning ion-fire-rated features in fire area
boundaries.

Section 1II.G.2 of Appendix P reo~uires that ODE train of cables and equipment
necessary tc achieve and Maintail' safe shutdow6 be maintained fret of fire
darage by one of the following means:

1. Separation of cables and eoquipment arid associated non-safety circuits of
redundant trains by a fire barrier having a 3-hour rating. Structural
steel forming a part of or supporting such fire barriers shall be protected
to provide fire resistance equivalent to that required of the barrier;

2. Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of
redundant trains by horizontal distance of more than 20 feet containing no
intervening combustibles or fire hazards. In addition, fire detectors and
an automatic fire suppression system shall be installed in the fire area;
or

3. Enclosure of cables and.equipment and associated non-safety circuits of one
redundant train in a fire barrier having a 1-hour rating. In addition, fire
detectors and an automatic fire suppression system shall be installed in the
firE area.

88 1 1C7()045 :881026
PER ADOCCK 'CPC,,.i:68
F PnC
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If these conditions are not net, Section IIJ.G.3 requires an alternative shut-
down capability independent of the fire area of concern. It also requires that
a fixed fire suppression system be installed in the fire area of concern if it
contains a large concentration of cables or other combustibles. These alter-
native requirements are not deemed to be equivalent; however, they provide
equivalent protection for those configurations in whicn they are accepted.

Because it is not possible to predict the specific conditions under which fires
may occur and propagate, the design basis protective features are specified in
the rule rather than a design basis fire. Plant specific features may require
protection different from the measures specified in Section III.G. In such a
case, the licensee must demonstrate, by fire hazards analysis, that existing
protection in conjunction with proposed modifications will provide a level of
safety equivalent to the technical requirements of Section III.G of Appendix R.

In summary, Section III.G is related to fire protection features for ensuring
that systems and associated circuits used to achieve and Maintain safe shutdowr
are free of fire damage. Fire protection configurations must either reet the
specific requirements of Section III.G or another fire protection configuration
n-ust be justified by a fire hazard analysis.

The staff's general criteria for accepting a different fire protection configura-
tion are the following:

The alternative assures that one train of equipment necessary to achieve
not shutdown from, either the control roon, or emergency control staticns is
free of fire datrage.

The alternative assures that fire damage to at least one train of equipment
necessary to achieve cold shutdown will be limited sucn that it can he
repaired within a reasonable time (minor repairs with components stored
onsite).

Vodifications required to neet Section III.G would not enhance fire
protection safety above that provided by either existing or proposed
alterndtives.

r .odifications required to meet Section ISI.G would be detrimental to
overall facility safety.

2.0 DIESEL GENERATORROOMP EXHAUST FAN OUTLETSF IRE AREA B. FIRE ZONE 2114-1)

2.1 Exemption Reqested

The licensee requested approval of an exemption from the technical requirements
of Section hJI.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 to the extent that it requires
that redundant, shutdown-related systems be separated by a horizontal distance
of at least 20 feet free of intervening combustibles and be protected by automatic
fire suppression and detection systems.
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2.?. Discussion

In Fire Zone 2114-I of Unit 2, redur.dant diesel generator exhaust fan outlets are
separated from each other by less than 20 feet of horizontal distance, and a
fixed automatic fire suppression system is not installed.

Fire Zone 2114-I is on elevation 386 feet of Unit 2, which is located as follows:

e ~North of the Unit 1/Unit 2 fire wall boundary

e ~West of Fire Zone 2115-I (boric acid makeup tank room) and Fire Area G,
from which it is separated by a rated fire wall

South of Fire Area G

Above the Unit 2 north and south emergency diesel generator rooms (Fire
Zones 2094-Q and 2CM3-P in Fire Areas 3J and KK, respectively).

Redundant diesel generator exhaust fan outlets are adjacent to each other and
are separated by a horizontal distance of less than 20 feet. Fire Zone 2114-I
is not roofed.

The conbustible loading in this zone is approximately 275 Stu per square fcot,
which produces an equivalent severity of less than 1 minute on the ASTM E-119
tint-teriperature curve.

The licensee conwitted to install a 3-hour rated door in the opening of the
reinforced concrete wall separating the redundant fan outlets.

2.3 Evaluation

The technical requirements of Section 111.G of Appendix R are not met in this
area because redundant diesel generator exhaust fan outlets are not separated
by at least 20 feet free of intervening combustibles. The lack of area-wide
fire detection and suppression systems in Fire Area e does not require an
exemption per the guidance issued in Generic Letter (GL) 86-10. The staff was
concerned that because of the absence of at least 20 feet of separation between
the exhaust fan outlets, a pathway existed which could allow fire to spread and
damage the redundant systems. Also, the lack of fixed suppression systems and
fire detectors throughout this fire area could permit a fire to spread and result
in the loss of safe shutdown capability. However, because of the light combus-
tible loading in these fire zones, it is not expected that a fire of significant
duration or magnitude will occur. There are no intervening combustibles between
the redundant safe shutdown systems.

If a fire were to occur in or near one of the exhaust fans, it would be expected
to develop slowly with Initial low heat release and slow temperature rise. The
lack of a roof over Fire Zone 2114-I would preclude any accumulation of hot gases
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over this equipment. Further, in order for the fire to seriously affect the
redundant equipment, it would have to spread over and down into the room below,
which is not considered credible. The licensee has fulfilled their commitment
to install 3-hour rated fire doors between redundant trains of equipment; thus
the possibility of a single fire in one of these fire zones damaging redundant
equipment is extremely unlikely, despite the horizontal separation distance
of less than 20 feet between redundant trains.

2.4 Conclusion

Based on the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the licensee's alternative
fire protection configuration provides an equivalent level of safety to that
achieved by compliance with Section JJI.G Appendix R. Therefore, the licensee's
recuest for exemption fropm the requirements for 20 feet of separation, free of
intervening ccwbustibles between the diesel generator exhaust fan outlets should
be approved. The licensee's fire hazards evaluation concerning the absence of
area-wide fire detectors and a fire suppression system 1n Fire Area F conforms
with the guidance in GL 86-10. No exenption for this condition is, therefore
required.

3.0 VNIT 2 CONTROL ROOP AND PRIN.TER RCCP (FIRE AREA G_ FIRE ZONE 2199-G)

3.1I Exenption Requested

The licensee requested approval of ar exemption fronm the technical requirements
of Section lI1.f.3. of Appendix R to 1C CFR Part 50 tc the extent that it requires
the installation of a fixed fire suppression system in an area, roor or zone for
whicr an alternate shutdown carability has been provided.

3.? Discussion

Fire Area G includes portions of elevations 372, 386, ano 404 feet. It is
comprised of the ANO-I control room and cable spreading room and the ANC-P
control room, cable spreading roon, health physics area, upper south electrical
penetration room, core protection calculator panel room, and the printer room
adjacent to the ANO-2 control room. The control rooms are separated from each
other by a wall containing laminated glass doors and common ventilation louvers.
Alternate shutdown is provided for this fire area.

Combustibles include paper, clothing, end cable insulation. The control rooms
are continually occupied. The combustible loading in the ANO-2 control room/
printer room (Fire Zone 219.-G) is approximately 34,180 Stu per square foot,
which produces an equivalent fire severity of 26 minutes on the ASTM E-119
time-temperature curve.

Fire protection in Fire Zone 2199-G consists of smoke detectors in each safety-
related cabinet and portable fire extinguishers. In addition, physical separa-
tion is provided between adjacent control panels.
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3.3 Evaluation

The fire protection in this fire area does not comply with the technical require-
ments of Section 111.f.3 because a fixed fire suppression system is not installed
throughout the control room and printer room.

The combustible loading In these rooms is moderate, consisting of paper, clothing,
and electrical cable insulation. If a fire were to occur, it is expected that
it would develop at a slow to moderate rate.

Ionization snoke detectors are provided in the safety-related control cabinets
and the rooms are contirually occupied. The separation between adjacent control
panels limits the spread of fire. The alarms for the detectors annunciate in the
control roor. If a fire occurs, it is expected to be promptly detected. The
control rooa operators will alert the plant fire brigade to extinguish the fire
narually if the cperators have not.

Separation of adjacent control panels, smoke detectors, continual occupancy of
the control rooms, portable extinguishers, and alternate shutdown capability
for this fire area all provide reasonable assurance that a fire ir Fire Zone
2100-G will not prevent a safe plant shutdown.

3.4 Conclusion

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the existing fire protection
features prcvide a level of fire protection equivalent to the technical require-
ntr,ts of Section IIJ G of Appendix P. Therefore, the exemption request for
providing fixed fire suppression in Fire Zone 2199-G should be approved.

4.C UPPER AND LOWER SOUTH PIPING PENE1RATION ROOPS (FIRE AREA EE, F1RE OtfE

4.1 Exemption Requested
.. _.. .....

The licensee requested approval of an exemption frog, the technical requiremients
of Section III.G.2.b. of Appendix R to the extent it requires the installation
of an automatic fire suppression system in an area where redundant shutdown
systems are separated by more than 20 feet, free of intervening combustibles,
and protected by an automatic fire detection system.

4., Discussion

Fire Zone 20f4-DD:

The upper south piping penetrition roon is a high-radiation area on elevation
354 feet. It is south of the reactor containment, north of Fire Area "N, east
of the plant exterior, and includes rooms 20S2 and 2?O3. It is above the lower
south piping penetration rcom (Fire Zone 2055-JJ) and below the electrical
penetration roon (Fire Zone 2137-I of Fire Area G). The relevant safe
shutdown components located irn Fire Zone 2084-DD are two of the four high



pressure safety injection (H4PSI) outlet valves for HPS! header number 1, and
the charging pump discharge header Isolation valve for normal reactor coolant
syster (RCS) makeup. Other safety and non-safety related valves, including
the other two HPSI header number I outlet valves, are also located in this Zone,
but are not relevant to this exemption request. HPSI header number I is designed
to function as an alternate RCS makeup path from the chargir'g pumps. However,
only two of the four NPSI Outlet valves are at least 20 feet horizontal distance
away from the charging header outlet valve. Therefore, the other two HPSI cutlet
valves are not relevant to this exemption request. The relevant lPSi valves
arc ?CV5015-1 (34 feet away) and 2CV5055-1 (20 feet away). Either only one of
these two HPSI outlet valves or the charging outlet valve is required to be
opet, for safe shutdown. The charging valve is powered from the energency elec-
trical train opposite to that which supplies the 4PSI valves. So these valves
are both physically.ar.d electrically redundant to the charging valve. The
chargipC valve is a rcrrmally cpen motor-operated valve, which would not be
spuriously closed because of fire danage in this Fire Zone. All three valves
can be rarually operated locally.

The corbustiblt contents in tkis fire zone consist of electrical cable insulation
(catles in trays). The conbustible lcadirg Is approximately 32,770 Btu per
square foot, which produces an equivalent fire severity of 25 minutes on the
ASTY E-119 tine-teniperature curve. Intervening contustibles are not present
between the redurndent valves.

The associated pup-ps are not required for safe shutdown until at lIast 11 hours
after a fire.

Fire protection in. this firt zore consists of fire detectors and hose reels.

Fire Zone 2C'5-lt:

The loer south pipino per.etrativr rcor is a t-igh-radiatiovr area located or,
elevation 355 feet. it is south of the reactor containnent, north and west of
Fire Area DC. It is ebvve Fire Area e and below Fire Zone 2CS4-DD.

The licensee stated that the fire protection features and characteristics of
Fire Zone 2C55-3J are sinilar to those previously described in Fire Zone
2084-DD.

The combustible loading irn Fire Zone 2C55-JJ is approximately SC,000 Btu per
square foot, which produces an equivalent fire severity of 38 minutes on the
ASTr E-119 timie-terperature curve.

4.3 Evaluation

The fire protection ir, fire Zones 0fi4-DD and 2055-33 does not comply with the
technical requirements of Section lII.G.2.b of Appendix R to 10 CFU Part SC
because autttatic fite suppression systems are not installed ir these zones
which contair cables, equipment, and associated nonsafety circuits of redundant
triris SL jarated by a horizontal distance of more than 2C feet free of irterveninc
conbustibles or fire hazards, and are protected by fire detectors.
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The staff was originally concerned that the lack of automatic suppression systems
may permit a fire to spread and result in the loss of safe shutdown capability.
However, because of the moderate combustible loading in these fire zones and
the arrangement of the cables in trays, a fire of significant magnitude is not
expected to occur.

The cables in trays are not considered an Intervening combustible for the safe
shutdown-related valves because the trays are at least 4 feet above the valves.
In addit1c'i, the valves are distributed along a distance of nore than 39 feet,
limiting the likelihood that all three valves could be damaged by a single fire.

Further, the valves can be manually operated locally. If a fire were to occur
in these fire zones, it would be detected by the fire detection syster, which
would annunciate ir the control room,. The control room, operators wculd then
dispatch the plant fire brigade to extinguish the fire.

Despite the noderate combustible loading in these fire zones and the la0 of a
fixed suppression syster., there is reasonable assurance that a fire will not
result in the loss of safe shutdown capability. Therefore, it is found that
the irstallatict, cf a fixed suppression system In Fire Zones 2084-DO and 2CS!-J3
would not sigrificaritly increase the level cf fire protection.

4.4 Conclusion

Based on the abcve evaluation, the staff concludes that the licerisee's alternate
fire protection confiuratior provides an equivalent level of fire protection
to thet achieved by confornanrce with Sectiovn J11.G.3 of Appendix F.. Therefore,
the licensee's rervests for exenrtionr in the atcve-referenced location should
be approved.

S.V LUVEL TPANISTIlEPS FOR lhE SAFElY-GRACE COhDENSATE STOPAGE lAtNK

5.1 [r-tionr. Requested

The licensee requested approval of exemptions from the technical requirements
of Section IIl.G.2, of Appendix R to IC CFR Pert 50 to the extent that it requires
o 3-hour fire barrier between redundant safe shutdown systems.

5.2 Discussion

The Sifety-Grade Condensate Storage Tank (QCST) for each unit is located in the
yard approximately 142 feet west of the Auxiliary Building (to the centerline of
the tank), and is surrounded by an IS inch thick concrete wall approximately
five feet high. There is a valve pit adjacent to the north side of the tank
arid outside the wall. The pit measures 11'6" by 12'6" and is connected to
the Auxiliary Fuilding by a pipe chase. The chase is separated from the
Auxiliary Building by a 3-hotir fire barrier. The walls of the chase and pit
are reinforced concrete and below grade. The roof of the chase and a portion
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of the roof of the pit is made of removable, concrete slabs. The
the roof of the pit is reinforced concrete. Access to the pit is
adjacent open hatchway.

remainder of
through an

At least one train of QCST level indication is required for safe shutdown in
order to provide information to the operators so that appropriate ranual actions
may be initiated to align EFW' suction to an alternate water supply before the
condensate inventory in the QCST Is exhausted. Several hours are available
before QCST level indication is required. One level transmitter is located
inside the pit and the other transmitter is located next to the tank, inside
the wall, and under a tornado missile shield. Cabling for the transmitter
located in the pit is enclosed in conduit and is routed through the pipe chase
to the Auxiliary fuilding. Cabling for the other transmitter is routed in
concrete-encased conduit embedeed in the ground adjacent to the pipe chase. At
the tank, the conduit emerges inside the wall and under the missile shield.

At the Iuxillary Euildirg it emerges fror, the ground and is routed up
of thE building, where it perictrates the building about 25 feet above
This portion of the conrdt.: is enclosed by steel missile barrier.

the side
the ground.

The valve pit, the pipe chase and the area inside the wall contain no in situ
conbustibles. All cabling is enclosed in conduit. Fire suppression capability
cuuisists of a fire hydrant and hose house located in the immediate vicinrity at
the south side of the tank.

There are no external fire hazards that could compromise the operability cf both
level transmitters. The warehouse arnd office are each located grtbter thar, 50
feet west of the tank, and each Is equipped with an automatic fire suppressi1r
systen. The emergency diesel fuel tanks are located in a below-grade vault
approxiattlXy 2GC feet to the north. The above-ground bulk diesel fuel storage
tank is located about 3CC feet to the north and is enclosed by a earthen dike
sized to contain the entire volume of fuel in the tank.

The licensee justifies the exemption on the basis that there are no unmitigated
fire hazards in the vicinity of the transmitters and that the physical corfi-
guration, as described above, is sufficient to assure that at least one trans-
ritter and its associated cabling will remain free of fire denage.

5.3 Evaluation

The technical requirements of Section I1.G..2 are not met in the above referenced
locations because redundant QCST level transmitters and their associated cablinrg
are not completely separated by a 3-hour fire-rated barrier.

The staff was originally concerned that a fire could result in damage to the
redundant components or cables. But, as described by the licensee, there are
rno significant ur~nitigated in-situ fire hazards which would represent a risk
to these systems. Irn additionr, access to these locations is difficult which
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would preclude the introduction of significant quantities of transient
combustibles.

If a fire did occur under these circumstances it would be expected to be of
limited magnitude. The smoke and hot'gases produced by the fire would tend to
be dissipated in the open air, away from the subject systems. The fire would be
able to be extinguished by the plant fire brigade using the existing normal
fire fighting equipment. Pending arrival of the brigade, the physical config-
uration of the areas, including the wall and tornado missile shield, will
provide sufficient protection to assure that at least one safe shutdown diver-
sion will remain free of fire damage. Therefore, the provision of additional
fire protection to conform with the criteria of Section III.G.? will not signi-
ficantly increase fire safety.

5.4 Conclusion

Based on the above evaluation the staff concludes that the licensee's alternate
fire protection configuration provides an equivalent level of safety to that
achieved by compliance %ith Appendix R. Therefore, the licensee's request for
exemption fror. the requirements of Section III.G.2 for the QCST level trars-
mitters ard their related cabling should be granted.

6.0 REACTOR COOLANT PUMP OIL COLLECTION SYSTEM

6.1 EyemPtiot.s Pequested

The licensee requested approval of exemptions from the technical requirements of
Section JIt.C of Apper.dix P to 10 CFR Part 50 to the extent that it requires the
reactor coolant pump (RCP) oil collection system to be sized to hold the contents
of the entire lube oil system for all pumps and to be designed to withstand a
safe shutdown earthquake 'SSE).

6.2 Discussion

The RCP Oil Collection Systems at each unit contains two tanks. These tanks
are each designed to hold the contents of one reactor coolant pump's lube oil
inventory with margin. Oil leakage from the remaining pump in each RCS loop
will be drained into the appropriate tank, until the tank capacity is reached,
and then to an open curbing where it can be safely contained. The system is
located above the floor of the Containment Building. Safe shutdown circuitry
is routed approximately forty feet above the elevation outside the primary shield
walls containing the reactor, RCPs, and other primary system components. The
shield wall separates the heavy concentrations of safe shutdown circuitry in
the electrical penetration areas from the RCPs and the Oil Collection System,
itself. Additionally, that circuitry is protected by localized automatic fire
suppression and detection capatility. The Reactor Coolant Pump motor lube oil
systems are integral with the punmp motors. The licensee stated in the August
15, 1984 submittal, that the lube oil systems are qualified to remain functional
during and after an SSE.
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6.3 Evaluation

The technical requirements of Section 111.0 of Appendix R have not beer, met
because the oil collection system for the RCPs has not been sized to hold the
oil from all of the pumps and is not seismically designed.

Generic Letter 86-10 states:

'Where the RCP lube oil systen: is capable of withstanding the safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE), the analysis should assume that only random oil leaks from the
Joints could occur during the lifetime of the plant. The oil collection system,
therefore, should be designed to safely channel the quentity of oil fron. one
pump to a vented closed container. Under this set of circumstances, the oil
collectien systen would not have to be seisrically designed."

Orn the basis that the lube oil system at ANC-2 is capable of withsteriditig the
SSE withcut rupture and that the existing oil collection system will channel
ranr.et. lebis to a vented at-d closed container, the existing design conforms with
the above staff guidance.

6.4 Ccorclusion

Based on the above evaluation, the licensee's alternate design of the oil collec-
tir. system prrcvides an eq~uivalent level cf safety to that achieved by compli-
arice vith Section 11S.0 of Appendix P. Therefore, the licensee's request for
exneption should be approved.

7.C N0N-FIRE-RPPTEI FEAURES IN CERMAhtM FIPE AREA BOUNDARIES:

Pt'-? tari rooms, pupp roorls, and corridors; lack of fire barrier and
stiuctural steel protectionr; elevation 3ME feet (fire area DC, fire 7one ?C40-00')

AVC-' lower south electrical penttration room, structural steel protection
(fire area EE, fire zone 2II1-T)

ANO-2 upper and lower north piping penetration area, door latch (fire area GG,
fire zone 2081-PH)

AM:0-2 upper north piping penetration area, unprotected structural steel
(fire area GG, fire zone 2081-HH)

ANC-2 corridor aiid rotor control certer, unprotected structural steel,
elevations 372 and 374 feet, 6 inches (fire area Jl, fire zone 2109-U)

7.1 Exemptions _Lquested

The licensee requested approval of exemptions front the technical requirements
of Sectiop 111.G of Appendix P to IC CFR Part 50 to the extent it requires that
redundant shutdo.r-relatced systems be separated b) a ?-hour fire-rated barrier.
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7.2 Discussion

Tank RoomsTPumpRooms and Corridors

The opening in the fire barrier between Fire Zone 2040-JJ of Fire Area DD and
in Fire Zone 2073-CD of Fire Area ON Is not protected by fire-resistive con-
struction. The structural steel supporting the fire barrier between Fire Zore
20403JJ in Fire Area DD on elevation 335 feet and Fire Zones 2082 and 2083 in
Fire Area EE on elevation 354 feet is not protected to provide a 3-hour fire
resistance rating.

The combustible contents In Fire Area DD include lube oil in the charging puttps
located in cubicles in Fire Zone ?040-JJ and electrical cable Insulation In cable
trays ared VCCs. The licensee stated that the combustible loading in this fire
zone is approximately 15,600 Btu per square foot, which produces an equivalent
fire severity of 12 minutes on the ASTS: E-119 time-temperature curve. The con-
bustible loading for the entire fire area is approximately 14,000 Btu per square
foct, which produces an equivalent fire severity of 10 minutes on the ASTM E-119
tice-terperature curve. Fire detection is provided in Fire Zone 2040-JJ.

Tht cpening in the ceiling along the west wall of Fire Zone 2C.4C-J) prcvidEs a
path between the "red" chbrgirS pump MCC on elevation 335 feet, which is 59 feet
&wty frofT the opening, and the 'green' charging punrp KCC on elevation 354 feet,
uttict is approximately F.C feet fror the ceiling. The licensee also installed a
sprinkler system on elevation 254 feet at the west end of Fire Zone 2C73-DD
of Fire Area 1N1 to protect the above-described floor opening and the service
b;Cter supply control valves to the diesel-jacket cooling %ater heat exchangers
for both erergency diesel generaters.

The licensee performed ar, analysis tc further evaluate the need for structural
steel fire proofing. The analysis concluded that the only pctential problen in
this zore %as due to localized heating of the structural steel. To iritigate
this problem, the licensee comnitted, in the June 24, lSV7 letter, to implement
ote or a comrbination of the followirg nodifications:

1. r.tal tray covers will be installed to provide continuous coverage of the
portion of cabling which represents a localized heating problen' to the
steel.

2. At least a one hour fire-rated cable wrap will be used to encompass the
portion of cabling which represents a localized heating problem to the
steel.

3. A fire-rated structural steel coating of at least a one hour fire-rating
will be applied over the applicable portions of the steel meirbers suscep-
tible to localized heating.

9. A partial sprinkler systen will be installed over the specific area %hich
represents a lcealized heating probler. to the steel. The syster would be
instlcled per the guidelines of ?VFPA 13.
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Lower South Electrical Peretration Room

Structural steel supporting thE ceiling of Fire Zone 2111-T is not protected to
provide a 3-hour fire resistance rating. The ceiling of Fire Zone 2111-T is
a fire area boundary located between Fire Area EE (elevation 374 feet, 6 inches)
and Fire Area G on elevation 386 feet. The combustible loading in Fire Zone
2111-T is approximately 24,900 Btu per square foo:, which produces an equivalent
fire severity of 19 irnutes on the ASTK E-119 tine-temperature curve. The
combustible loading in Fire Area EE is approximately 35,300 Btu per square foot,
which produces an equivaler.t fire severity of 26 minutes on the ASTY E-119 tine-
tenperature curve.

Fire Zone l211-T is provided with a fixed automatic fire suppression systen.

The licersee stated that re-evaluation of the structural steel for the effects
of localied heating indicated that either two beams or one colunin would have
tc fail due to toeatirig before the supported slab would fail. The failure of
either twO btaits or ore colunrn is unlikel) ir a fully sprinklered room,.

prpSrand SLower rKorth Piping Penetration Area
.. 

... .... .. .. ..

Tht decr latch ,as onitted fron the 3-heur rated fire door that separates
Fire Zone 2CEI-HP of Fire Area GS from Fire Zone 204C-3,% ir Fire Area MF on
elevation 33E feet. Fire Zone 2C9E-HP is part of a high-energy line treak-
verit path. Therefore, door 22? must cpen when the pressure in the room
reaches C.76 psiS. Since the typical fire door latch would not permit tht
door to open, thE latch was remcved.

Fire Area GP includes Fire Zones ?rfl'-PP and 2076-1* (the electrical equipment
room). The conbustible iveeirg is approYimatel}y 83 Ctu per square foct in Fire
Zone ?C8-P* ard SC33 Ptu per square foot ir. Fire Area GC, which produces an
equivalert fire severity cf less tharf 1 minute and 4 minutes, respectively, on
the ASTY E-110 tire-terperature curve.

The coirbustible loading in Fire Zorne 2C4C-JJ is approximately 15,200 Btu per
square foot, which produces an equivalent fire severity of 11 minutes on the
ASTr E-119 time-temperature curve.

Fire Area GG is protected throughout by a fire detection systen, which annunciates
in the control room. Fire Zone 2040-JJ is sirilarly protected.

Upper I%'orth Pj~_n Penetratiof- Area

The structural steel supporting the ceiling cf Fire Zone 2081-HP' is not protected
to provide a 3-hour fire resistance rating. The ceiling is a fire area boundary
between Fire Areas GG and B cr elevation M(8 feet.

The conbustitle loadinSr ard fire protectiLr in Fire Area CC afid Fire Zone
'C01-HH is described above.
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Corridor and Motor Control Center

The structural steel supporting the ceiling of Fire Zone 2109-U is not protected
to provide a 3-hour fire resistance rating. The ceiling is pert of the boundary
between Fire Area JJ on elevation 372 feet and Fire Area G on elevaticn 386
feet.

The combustible loading in Fire Area JJ is approximately 53,300 Btu per square
foot, which produces an equivalent fire severity of 40 minutes on the ASTV E-119
time-tenperature curve. The combustible contents of Fire Zone 2109-U are cable
insulation in Multi-level cable trays, conduit, and safety-related electrical
equipment.

Fire protection in the fire zone consists ot fire detectors throughout the 7o0,et
a deluge sprinkler system actuated by smoke, and line-type heat detectors.

7.3 Eveluation

The above-referenced features exist in tVie boundary constructior of individual
fire areas ard, as such, cone within the guidance issued in GL 86-10. No exentp-
tior-s for these conditions are therefore necessary. The staff considers the
licensee's subnittals as constituting the required fire hazards analysis. The
staff's principal concern was that a fire of significant magnitude would propa-
gate fror. the area of fire oriSin into the adjcinirg fire area ard damage redur-
dart systens required for safe shutdown. If a fire were to occur in the sut-
ject locati0ns, it would be detected in its formative stages by the existing
fire detection systems. The fire brigade would be dispatched arnd would sup-
press the fire before sigr;ificant damage occurred. Pending arrival of the
brigade, the existing construction is adequate to confine the effects of the
fire to the area of origin. Therefore, the lack of a complete fire-rated
barrier at these locations is not significant from a fire-safety standpcint.

7.4 Conclusion

The licensee's analysis of the nonr-fire-rated features in the perimeter of the
subject fire areas conforms with the guidance in GL 86-10 and is, therefore,
acceptable.

8.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIOtNS

The NRC staff has previously concluded, pursuant to IC CFP 51.32, that the
issuance of these exemptions will tot have a significant impact on the quality
of the human environment (53 FR 29398, August 4, 19&).

9.0 SUMMARY

Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the licensee's alternate
fire protection configuration in the identified areas provides an equivalent
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level of safety to that achieved by compliance with Appendix R. Therefore,
the licensee's request for exemption for the following conditions should be
approved:

1. Lack of 20 feet of separation free of intervening combustible materials
between redundant shutdown-related systems in the diesel generator room
exhaust fan outlets area (Fire Area B. Zone 2114-I).

2. Lack of a fixed fire suppression system in the control room and printer
room (Fire Area G. Zone 2199 G).

3. Lack of an automatic fire suppression system in the upper and lower south
piping penetration rooms (Fire Area EE, Zones 2084-DD and 2055-JJ).

4. Lack of a complete 3-hour fire-rated barrier between redundant level trans-
mitters for the safety grade condensate storage tank (Yard Area).

S. Lack of a reactor coolant pump oil collection system that is designed to
withstand a safe shutdown earthquake and sized to hold the oil from all
four reactor coolant pumps.

In addition, based on its evaluation of the licensee's submittals, the staff
concludes that the licensee's analysis of the non-fire-rated features in certain
fire area boundaries, as described above, conform with the guidance issued in
GL 86-1C and are, therefore, acceptable.

Dated: October 26, 1988

Principal Contributor: D. Kubick1


